Electronic Side Mount Controls
Let us build a control for your application!
Two versions are available to fit a wide range of applications:

**EMC’s**
- Electronic Throttle
- Mechanical Shift Control

**Product Features:**
- Livorsi EMC Controls (Electronic Throttle & Mechanical Shift)
  - Uniquely designed for engine applications that utilize electronic throttle control yet require a cable to shift the transmission, drive, or outboard
  - Throttle - Features a dual redundancy potentiometer that is fully programmable, allowing you to customize the amount of throttle output throughout the entire range
  - Shift - Compatible with 33C or 43C cables

**EEC’s**
- Electronic Throttle Control
- Electronic Shift Control

**Product Features:**
- Livorsi EEC Controls (Electronic Throttle & Shift)
  - Fully electronic controls that provide a smoother and safer ride with lightning fast shifting and throttling at your fingertips
  - Throttle - Features a dual redundancy potentiometer that is fully programmable, allowing you to customize the amount of throttle output throughout the entire range
  - Shift - Military grade switches provide reliable gear position feedback to the engine controller
  - Push button for throttle only mode with LED indication

**Both versions feature:**
- Adjustable friction settings for throttle and shift detent
- Single or twin trim switches available to actuate wake tabs or drives
- Constructed to exceed ABYC standards
- Compatible with PCM, Ilmor and Indmar engines that support electronic throttle and shift control

Livorsi Marine provides customized controls to a number of builders:

Malibu
Correct Craft
Tigé
Centurion
MB Sports
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